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Art is from the people & is meant to be enjoyed by the people

By: Avery Brewton

If you happened to be an artist or lover of the arts looking to find an art gallery with the feel of home, chances are you would be referred to the charismatic and well known Sandra Berry or Joshua Walker, owners of The Neighborhood Gallery (TNG). Visitors and locals alike recount warm stories full of laughter, love, and memorable performances during their trips to the gallery. Many even belt out excerpts of their swinging theme song. “There’s a place that I like to go, where there’s things that I should know, about my culture, my heritage…and there’s events I don’t want to miss...” (Akil Shakir ‘93)

This lively couple of 31 years has dedicated their lives to creating change and fostering trust through the arts between communities in neighborhoods across New Orleans. The Savannah Georgia natives have maintained a love and vision for the Big Easy for the past 20 years. Being no strangers to the humid heat of the south, down home cooking, or rich blues and jazz, they fell right in step with the second line parades, and the infectious spirit of New Orleans.

With musicians and artists being the backbone of this city, the gallery has always been a home for those with a talent or skill that they themselves believed in, and were ready to promote. Artists of all races, backgrounds, and incomes have sauntered in looking to be represented by the gallery. With a reputation based largely on word of mouth and ingenuity, The Neighborhood Gallery has been there as the family that nurtures and encourages the greatness in us all, a must see treasure, and is known for quality art, performances and extending first chances to the “common folk” to explore their talents and step out as artists.

Networking artists, community leaders, and investors praise the support and guidance of this compassionate team. The couple’s work is based on the principles of social entrepreneurship and activism. Berry and her husband have strived to stay true to their goals of providing services and sharing the culture of the arts as a business, one that measures success based on the impact they have in the community. “Art is an expression of reality and hope interwoven with the dreams and imagination that are unique to each artist. We value the contributions of our poets, storytellers, dancers, singers, writers, painters, and sculptors. They capture the essence of our humanity, our history, and future. We are proud to represent artists that speak and teach loudly through their art.”

In 1988, after moving to New Orleans and witnessing her brother Ronald Jones, a trained visual and performing artist, being turned away...
again and again from traditional New Orleanian galleries in the French Quarter, Berry decided to have an exhibition of her brother’s work in her home, a double shotgun house on Soniat Street. Berry says, “We refused to wait for someone to give us a chance. We created our own doors of opportunity and worked together to build an international network that supports one another.” Blighted and void of arts exposure, the small gallery’s presence awakened the uptown neighborhood to its native arts, creative heritage and helped to restore pride to a once neglected neighborhood. The gallery began in Central City on Ortha Castle Haley Boulevard. After losing the roof of their huge building located between Thalia and Martin Luther King Boulevard, Berry and Walker decided it was time to leave the space that also functioned as their home. “We are getting too old to maintain such a huge space,” says Berry with a hearty laugh, “We want a smaller space in a new neighborhood that is in need of our presence and services.” TNG is currently taking advantage of this opportunity by touring the country with The Neighborhood Gatherings series, which is TNG’s touring exhibition and showcase, which was relaunched in 2006. The touring exhibition has gone to such places as the illustrious Fine Arts Center in the Garden District, Bennett College in Greensboro, and the Urban Cup Cafe that is located uptown on the corner of Magazine and Upperline Street. “It will be done,” says Berry with conviction, “We have come back to this city and we will tough it out, because New Orleans will be restored and even better than it was before, especially if we work together. I believe that!”

Hundreds of visual, performing, and literary artists have been represented. Many of the artists have gone on to be successful entrepreneurs and effective advocates for themselves. “You have to be able to speak up for yourself, tell your own story! If you don’t, I guarantee someone else will do it for you,” says Berry. “Our main objectives are to expose the artist to investors and develop strong entrepreneurial artists that are confident and resourceful in marketing themselves.” For years TNG has served as a connecting point for opportunities to flow between individual craft and artists networkers, the public, and the arts community, becoming a familiar presence at the table, know to represent community arts and community needs. It is one of only a few of African American businesses in this city devoted to this kind of advocacy and promotion for New Orleans artists.

Since the storm, citizens of New Orleans miss The Neighborhood Gallery’s presence in Central City on Ortha Castle Haley Boulevard. After losing the roof of their huge building.
Tornado Sweeps Through Orleans and Jefferson Parish

By: Edwin Buggage

It was reminiscent of the Wizard of Oz, but this was no fairy tale. In the calm wee hours of the morning winds twisted and twirled at over one-hundred miles an hour from Westwego in Jefferson Parish to Pontchartrain Park in Orleans Parish leaving its midst destruction adding to the devastation that many gulf coast residents have already suffered due to Hurricane Katrina and its aftermath.

Gabrielle Turner, a recent college graduate stands outside of their family home in Hollygrove, a section of uptown New Orleans affected by the tornado with her sister Gabrielle Turner a graduate student at Southern University at New Orleans and her father Ivory Turner a small business owner and former Chaplin at Orleans Parish Prison. As downed power lines lie on the ground among muck, mud and debris with electricity going out throughout the neighborhood causing traffic jams on major streets causing their quiet street to become a major thoroughfare for utility trucks and other vehicles. Gabrielle recounts what happened, “It was around three fifteen A.M. and I felt something shaking, and then I saw lightning flashes that woke me up out of my sleep and it lasted about a minute and a half, and then my mother and I came out and we saw all the debris and shattered windows, and as we went to the back of the house our windows were busted out in the kitchen and bathroom.”

During this tornado hundreds of homes would be damaged to the point where they were unlivable, only few blocks away Annie Tyler a life long resident of New Orleans who is presently residing in Florida recently came to visit her daughter who is raising her son Axel. She is a neighbor of the Tyler family and says she was awakened at about three in the morning by lightning flashes and shaking, hearing sounds of windows crashing and she says she immediately went to check on her son and sat in the bathtub until it passed.

Near South Claiborne and South Carrollton Avenue Mayor Ray Nagin was out talking to and consoling citizens about the damage to their homes and neighborhoods, assessing damage and assuring them he will do everything in his power to help them. He walked inside the home of Linda Conerly whose uptown home that was recently renovated went to the back of the house our windows were busted out in the kitchen and bathroom. “I was not home at the time, but as I got closer to my house I saw debris, and I didn’t know what I would be facing, then I saw that their was damage to my roof and I was hoping there was no more damage on the inside.”

“During the night’s events as a U-Haul truck stands in front their home as family members try to gather what keepsakes they have out of their home as the street reeks with the smell of what seems to be a gas leak. It sounded like a train but it passed so fast, it was only a few minutes, but it did so much damage, we didn’t know the roof collapsed until the next morning.” Marisol Rodriguez is a young Latina woman who is new to the city, and is a native of Honduras she came to New Orleans to seek a better life for herself and her young son Axel. She is a neighbor of the Tyler family and says she was awakened at about three in the morning by lightning flashes and shaking, hearing sounds of windows crashing and she says she immediately went to check on her son and sat in the bathtub until it passed.

To residents.

Stephanie Turner, with sister Gabrielle and father Ivory Turner on of many families affected by the tornado.

New Orleans Mayor Ray Nagin assessing damages and talking to residents.

Annie Tyler’s daughter uptown home was nearly destroyed by the tornado with the roof collapsing.

Linda Conerly came home to a damaged roof.

Marisol Rodriguez and her son Axel

My History. My Future.

What I do today and tomorrow will be because of what they did yesterday.

When I go to school I remember the woman who started a college with $5 and a dream.

When I listen to music, I hear the beat of my ancestors’ drum.

I remember the men and women who shaped my future.

I celebrate Black History.

I celebrate me.

TheNewATT.com

ATT recognizes the rich history of African Americans and we thank the trailblazers of yesterday for inspiring the history makers of today and tomorrow.
Rebuild Your Rental Property
Through The Road Home Small Rental Property Program

Are you eligible?

☑ You must be an owner of one- to four-unit rental properties, including single-family, duplex, triplex, and fourplex buildings.*

☑ You must have been a Louisiana resident or business owner at the time of either Hurricane Katrina or Rita.

☑ Your property must be located in Acadia, Calcasieu, Cameron, Iberia, Jefferson, Orleans, Plaquemines, St. Bernard, St. Tammany, Tangipahoa, Terrebonne, Vermilion, or Washington Parish.

☑ Your property must have suffered damage from Hurricane Katrina or Rita.

*Owners of three- or four-unit properties who lived in one unit and rented out the other two or three units are strongly urged to apply.

Are you a rental property owner?

If so, we want to provide an incentive that encourages you to restore your rental income and create affordable housing for Louisiana tenants.

The Road Home is offering forgivable loans through a series of application rounds. Eligible property owners are encouraged to apply. Due to limited funding and considerable competition, The Road Home encourages applicants not selected in the first round to reapply.

Application period for all applicants except nonprofit organizations is **January 29 through March 15.**
Application period for nonprofit organizations is **February 12 through March 22.**

For more information on the Small Rental Property program or to request an application:

- Visit [www.road2LA.org/rental](http://www.road2LA.org/rental)
- Call 1.888.ROAD.2.LA (1.888.762.3252)
- TTY callers use 711 relay or 1.800.846.5277

If you answer yes to all eligibility criteria, we encourage you to apply.

By repairing your property through the Small Rental Property program, you are helping Louisiana residents return home.
By: Renetta B. Perry

To use the term super-teacher to describe Keith Turner, a New Orleans native and veteran educator, would be an understatement. After evacuating New Orleans for Hurricane Katrina like thousands of others in our area, he landed in Dallas, Texas where he would settle for more than a year. With a crumbled personal life lingering back home in New Orleans, Turner turned up the volume on his professional life, resulting in an outstanding year which won over his principal, earned him the honor of Teacher of the Year and helped him put a positive face on evacuees, showing the greatness of New Orleanians in a state where we have been negatively portrayed.

The 2006 school year may have started out rocky for New Orleans native and veteran educator Keith Turner, but any uncertainty, on either part of his administrators or his own, was quickly diminished as this super-teacher hit his stride and flexed his professional muscles - contributing an extraordinary performance as a 5th grade science teacher at Jerry R. Junkins Elementary School in Carrollton, Texas, just outside of Dallas. The stellar performance, against all odds, landed him the coveted title of Teacher of the Year, an accolade reserved for only the best and the brightest and a reward to Turner for persevering through what many deemed unimaginable - achieving professionally while continuing to struggle personally.

At first glimpse, the fact that Turner would evacuate to Texas, work his heart out and receive one of the highest awards given to teachers reads like another five-o-clock-news headline, warmed up completely with all of the fuzzy details: Tragedy to Triumph, New Orleans evacuee is named Teacher of the Year in Texas… But in fact, Turner has in his 20-year-plus career, been twice named Teacher of the Year in his own hometown and has enjoyed the distinct honor of being named one of Who’s Who among American Teachers multiple times. He has also served as principal of Henry C. Schaumburg Elementary School where he received the honor of Principal of the Month - all while working for the New Orleans Public Schools. So for Turner, as groundbreaking as this may seem, excellence did not come as a consequence of tragedy; it has for a long time been a part of the fabric that engulfs him. His philosophy on teaching may sound rhetorical, but it is the act of executing it that sets him apart from many of his constituents. “I inspire a love of learning in students of all backgrounds and levels of ability by modeling the love of learning. I inspire young people to try to have an impact on each of the students that I come across.”

It is that same passion that inspired Turner’s principal Susan Walker to ultimately hire him for a 5th grade teaching position at her school. “During the interview, it was obvious the passion our Teacher of the Year had for children. There was a radiant smile, bounds of energy, and an enthusiasm for instruction. I knew instantly he was the right match, but I had to explain we were opening a new school so flexibility and hard work were qualities a team mate must possess. He soon proved to our team that he was a team player, leader, and an instructional wizard!” Walker recalls, “He said he would put forth all of his effort to make sure the kids were successful.”

Turner’s effort to make sure the kids in his class were successful worked well and then some. Says Walker, by the second semester the students had scored the second highest in the Area for the last two benchmarks. “Not bad for the new school on the block! Our Teacher of the Year is the key to our success! He models lessons for other teachers in our area… He is also a mentor, provides science demonstrations, plans our Science Day, teaches the Science Club, tutors, and teaches CSI (Child Science Investigation),” she adds.

Through his ability to inspire his students through his own trials, Turner has inspired many at home and abroad. For now, Carrollton, Texas has gained a gem as New Orleans has lost a great asset. But in the long run, the winners are the children who are blessed to have this champion for education by their side each day. In teaching, Turner is often reminded of a poem from his youth. “My father used to always recite a poem to me when I was young. I don’t remember all of it, but I do recall the ending. The poet said, ‘Lives of great men, oft reminder, we can make our lives sublime, and in parting leave behind us, footprints in the sands of time.’ Teaching inspires me to try to have an impact on each of the students that I come across.”
DATA ZONE

Across Waters...
A response to Marcus Akinlana and Shakor

Poem for Marques Akinlana and Shakor
by Sunni Patterson

We have not always found comfort in killers
We have not always found solace being rocked
in the bosoms of those who silently pray/prey &
only destroy.
No...not always have we mistaken
mimicry for mastery
pretending for knowing
envelopment for freedom
No!

Across my memory marches
millions... bolder, resilient, confident, victorious
unshackled feet stomping up
Spirits
to guide us through this fickle, material World
praying our prayers
singing our songs
Esu, Ogun, Sango, Yemoja,
Osun, Obatala, Oya
Damballah, Aida Webo, Ra,
Nkongo, Obokumere, Nyame...
We know all of you by name...

We...a people of beginnings
Creators and Creatresses of
time
Sun and moon folk, Universal souls
Yes...we have always been a
people of culture
Even through our slumber
Even through our forced forgetfulness &
deadly sojourn to these shores
We...disconnected, battered, stranded, left for dead
in the height of daylight...
We are still a people of strength
Yes!

Across my memory marches
millions... powerful, strategic, prepared, steadfast
knowing that not only will we fight...

Royal heritage gallery is a new fine art venue featuring the works of local artists Shakor and Marcus Akinlana. Opened in July 2006, this venue is the catalyst for rebirth and growth for these two dynamic artists who have served for over a decade as cultural ambassadors for New Orleans. Shakor and Marcus Akinlana envision their creative space to serve as a cultural oasis that celebrates New Orleans heritage and culture.

The Hennessy Privilege Award was created to honor those who have made extraordinary contributions to their communities. The award, a limited-edition sculpture, which was inspired by the Bras Armé design that appears on every Hennessy label, represents strength, achievement, quality and sophistication—ideals embodied by the House of Hennessy and shared by all award recipients.

Hennessy has long been a strong supporter of organizations such as the NAACP, the National Urban League and the Thurgood Marshall College Fund. We are proud to continue to strengthen these bonds by recognizing outstanding community leaders with the Hennessy Privilege Award.
New Orleans Favorite Kermit Ruffins performs to the delight of the crowd

City Councilman James Carter was in attendance to support the new business

Data News Weekly Publisher and friends have a great time at Prime Example.
a dream deferred...

C. Ray Nagin
MAYOR

...a dream yet possible
Michelle McBride Adams Selected Winner Of General Mills "Serving Up Soul Diva" Contest

Reality Entertaining Challenge, Judged by Lifestyle Expert B. Smith & Essence Food Editor Jonell Nash, Crowns New Entertaining Maven

ST. LOUIS NATIVE TAKES TOP HONORS IN "SERVING UP SOUL DIVA" CONTEST – NEW YORK, NY – Michelle McBride Adams (top photo, standing), a St. Louis native and claims examiner with the U.S. Department of Veteran Affairs, recently won first place in the national Serving Up Soul Diva contest sponsored by General Mills. During the reality entertainment challenge, the culmination of the competition, Adams and the other finalists were flown to New York City, and given less than 24 hours to plan, shop, prepare and present a memorable birthday brunch for six. In the photo above, Adams is serving a field greens salad with raspberry vinaigrette, caramelized walnuts and edible flowers; chicken breast stuffed with spinach, feta cheese and garlic; shrimp scampi over pasta parmesan, and brioche rolls, to a panel of judges that included celebrated restaurateur and lifestyle expert B. Smith (far left), Essence magazine food editor Jonell Nash (left, foreground) and Shirley Dolland (seated right), manager of the Betty Crocker Kitchens. Below, B. Smith (2nd right) is pictured congratulating Adams along with 2nd-place winner Cynthia Miller (far left) and Rolanda Wade (far right) who took home 3rd-place honors.

General Mills sponsored the Serving Up Soul Diva contest to celebrate the signature style everyday people bring to the art of entertaining family and friends. “This was such an amazing experience,” Adams said after being crowned the contest winner. “I had the opportunity to do something I love, use all of the talents that I’ve acquired over the years and win! It doesn’t get much better than this!”

If you lose hope, somehow you lose the vitality that keeps life moving, you lose that courage to be, that quality that helps you to go on in spite of all. And so today I still have a dream.

~Martin Luther King, Jr.

Celebrating 2007 Black History Month

Jon D. Johnson
When I arrived back in New Orleans from my Katrina evacuation I found myself spending nights at my brother’s home. The first thing I did was clean the debris from the front yard and sidewalk so that we could at least see a clean environment every time we returned to House of Francis. I considered it our oasis in the desert of destruction. Apparently the leadership of New Orleans was not on the same page.

I watch with other New Orleanians as work crews bust their tails to clean up after Mardi Gras parades. Of course New Orleans’ ability to make the streets look like nothing like a parade ever rolled through them is phenomenal. Even in these hard post-Katrina days the cleaning crews get the job like no one else.

One question. Where was this effort when folks first started returning to New Orleans after Katrina?

Ironically the most well-known cleaning crew is headed by an Uptown home maker. Becky Zaheri got with friends who were tired of seeing debris all over their beloved Crescent City and they formed the Katrina Krewe. In fairness the first group that attempted to make noise about cleaning New Orleans was a group called The New Orleans Revolution. Amazingly what started as a group that just wanted to clean their own neighborhood grew into a group that has gotten assistance from folks all over America and parts of Canada. Not only that this group has made a few appearances on Ellen DeGeneres’ show and has received help from celebrities such as New Orleans Saint Deuce McAllister and actress Paula Patton (co-star of “Déjà vu”).

In fact the Katrina Krewe (and keep in mind that these are mostly white home makers) even found their way to the ‘hood. They hit the 7th Ward during Jazz Fest ’06 and the original site of the Martin Luther King, Jr. Charter School for Science and Technology. All in the name of simply helping folks to feel better about their city.

In a “Sunday Journal” interview in November of 2005 I asked Dr. Charles Burchell, of the Southern University counseling center, about the importance of cleaning up New Orleans. He responded that citizens’ returning to even a relatively clean city would be a good mental and emotional lift. Unfortunately we missed that opportunity.

This is why when folks from outside of the New Orleans area ask me how things are going, I quickly point to citizen-run efforts. The spirit of folks in the East should serve as a constant reminder that New Orleans’ re-growth now depends on the spirit of those who are perceived as the city’s weakest collective link—black folks.

Can we envision a day that the efforts of black organizations overshadow the “heroic” efforts of our white counterparts? If we can, let’s grab some brooms, rakes, gloves and bags, and get to cleanin’. I promise that it will make you feel better.
The Hospitality Sales & Marketing Association International (HSMAI) awarded EC advertising with both a Silver and a Bronze Award for advertising excellence.

EC advertising won the Silver Award for its campaign to advertise the Great American Seafood Cook-Off event and the Bronze Award for a recovery and restoration public relations campaign for the Louisiana Seafood Promotion & Marketing Board. In a separate contest, EC advertising also won a Merit Award at the Service Industry Association Awards for work on the Great American Seafood Cook-Off.

"While our drive to get results for our clients always fuels our work, it’s certainly gratifying when our peers in the advertising industry recognize our achievements," said Smith. "We are always pleased with the marketing EC does for us," said Ewell Smith, executive director of Louisiana Seafood. "The materials they develop are consistently high quality, and the campaigns’ executions are effective. We’re very glad, of course, but not surprised that our campaigns have won these awards."

EC advertising is a full-service agency whose expertise includes branding strategies, advertising campaigns, print design, website creation, multicultural marketing, public relations, as well as other marketing services. Owned by Smith, who is African-American, EC advertising is one of the few minority-run ad agencies in the state of Louisiana. The company is also a member of the American Association of Advertising Agencies, a prestigious national trade organization.

Founded in 197, HSMAI is an organization of sales and marketing professionals representing all segments of the hospitality industry. This year’s annual contest, now in its 50th year, attracted more than 1,200 entries from 36 countries around the world, with entries judged by teams of experts from all sectors of the industry.

The Service Industry Advertising Awards, which recognizes the work of hospitality professionals, is sponsored by the Hospitality Sales & Marketing Association International (HSMAI), and is an international competition.

The season of Lent is also a reminder to us who are Christians and have a relationship with God, that there is always room to be a better person than we were the previous year. Even in the difficult times we may experience, we all can be better if we chose to. However, even when our plans don’t always go our way, we should not get bitter. In Philippians Chapter 4 verses 11-12, Apostle Paul, who sacrificed his life went through lots of hard times for the cause of the Gospel. "I speak in respect of the cause of the Gospel. His life went through lots of hard times for the cause of the Gospel."

Lent is not to starve us, or kill us, or to make us sick. It simply focuses on how we can improve our physical and spiritual self. Lent also reminds us that Jesus fasted himself for the spiritual battle that he was going to encounter with Satan which is in Luke Chapter 4, beginning at verse 1. In addition, Lent is more spiritual than anything else. It brings our heart closer to God’s heart and our mind closer to God’s mind. Lent can definitely prepare us for future tasks, success, and even guide us back on track when we fall in certain areas in our lives.

Jesus made the ultimate sacrifice for the salvation of humanity, giving up his own life so that we could have a life of more abundance (St. John 10:10). Lent is more than just a religious tradition or a religious ritual going through the motions. It is a time for fasting and praying. It is a time to repent and tell God that I’m sorry for the things that I’ve done that wasn’t right. God is always willing to forgive us no matter what we’ve done. It is a time for cleansing of the soul and spirit.

Lent is also a time to reconnect oneself back to the power source that cannot fail us. Entergy shuts down in our city of New Orleans from time to time when there is an overload, but God will never shut down us. Entergy shuts down in our city of New Orleans from time to time when there is an overload, but God will never shut down because he is almighty (Rev.1:8). Let us be sure that this Lent season will get the attention from God. May you have a Happy and Blessed Lent Season.

Dr. Aaron E. Harold is the pastor of New Millennium Breakthrough Ministries. To contact him with your comments or suggestions you can e-mail him at rharold11@cox.net or call (504)813-5767.
The National Black Mba Association, New Orleans Chapter Presents Business After Hours

March Business After Hours networking reception to feature internationally acclaimed Broadway and recording star Lady B.J. Crosby performing live at the March 2nd event to be held at Pellerin’s, 3717 Tulane Ave., 6:30 PM until 10:00 PM

Star and New Orleans’ Native
Lady B.J. Crosby performing live
at the March 2nd event to be held
at Pellerin’s, 3717 Tulane Ave.,
6:30 PM until 10:00 PM

Broadway and recording star
Lady B.J. Crosby performing live
at the March 2nd event to be held
at Pellerin’s, 3717 Tulane Ave.,
6:30 PM until 10:00 PM

The National Black Mba Association, New Orleans Chapter Presents Business After Hours

AFL-CIO Endorses Tiffany Gautier Chase

New Orleans—The AFL-CIO has endorsed Tiffany Gautier Chase for the position of Judge, Civil District Court Division A - Orleans Parish. Chase, who received a dual endorsement Friday among the seven candidates that qualified for the seat says, “I’m very encouraged to have received this endorsement. I believe the members of the AFL-CIO understand that I have great respect for the superrital and respect for our citizens. Tiffany Gautier Chase is a local attorney with the prominent law firm of Martzall and Bickford. She has a decade of experience as both a plaintiff and defense attorney in state and federal courts in Orleans Parish, and for six years, Chase worked as an attorney for the Louisiana Supreme Court. Chase earned her Bachelor of Arts degree in Philosophy from Loyola University of New Orleans and her Juris Doctor from Loyola University School of Law. She was admitted to the Louisiana State Bar Association in 1996.

Child Care Collaborative accepting grant applications Funds available to restore child care centers in Greater New Orleans

NEW ORLEANS—The Greater New Orleans Rebuild Child Care Collaborative is now accepting applications to award grants to previously or currently licensed Class A child care centers in the six parish Greater New Orleans area for assistance with repairing, rebuilding, and refurbishing child care centers that were damaged during Hurricane Katrina.

Child care providers from Orleans, St. Bernard, Plaquemines, Jefferson, Tangipahoa, and St. Tammany parishes are eligible to apply for the grants. Centers will be awarded grants based on the need for child care in the location of the center, the quality of the program, the center’s commitment to best practices in child care, and the cost to repair/rebuild.

In exchange for assistance with rebuilding, the child care center must be willing to participate in the state’s new Quality Rating System (QRS) and agree to work towards providing high quality child care. Grant recipients will receive financial assistance that will be paid directly to contractors and vendors. Each center will receive individualized training and technical assistance.

Interested child care providers may pick up grant applications at the United Way for the Greater New Orleans area (first floor lobby) at 2519 Canal Street and at the headquarters for Agenda for Children at 1720 St. Charles Avenue. Applications can also be downloaded from the Rebuild Child Care Louisiana Website at www.rebuildchildcare.org. Grant applications must be submitted to the United Way no later than 4:30 p.m. on Friday, March 16th.

Potential applicants are invited to participate in one of three grant writing workshops at the United Way for the Greater New Orleans area on Saturday, February 24, 2007. The one hour workshops will be held in the United Way’s fourth floor conference room at 9:00 a.m., 10:00 a.m., and 11:00 a.m. respectively. For more information contact Agenda for Children at 1-800-486-1712.
Farrakhan stresses unity in farewell

By JEFF KAROUB
Associated Press Writer

Nation of Islam leader Louis Farrakhan stressed religious unity Sunday during his final major speech, saying the world is at war because Christians, Muslims and people of other faiths are divided. The 73-year-old Farrakhan told the thousands at Detroit's Ford Field that Jesus Christ and the Prophet Muhammad would embrace each other with love if they were on the stage behind him. "Our lips are full of praise, but our hearts are far removed from the prophets we all claim," he said. "That's why the world is in the shape that it's in." The fiery orator spoke for the first time since ceding leadership of the movement last year because of illness. The speech at the home of the National Football League's Detroit Lions capped the Nation's three-day convention in the city where it was founded in 1930. "My time is up," Farrakhan said in describing his exit from the leadership stage. "The Final Call can't last forever." The controversial figure said that he is leaving at a time of great conflict in the world and that he believes God is angry with leaders who are putting politics and greed above serving their fellow man. The downtown venue was not filled to capacity, but seats on the field and in the lower levels were packed. There were empty seats in the upper levels of the stadium. Anita Baker performed two songs before Farrakhan took the stage and speakers from various religious groups welcomed him. Nation founder Wallace D. Fard attracted black Detroiters on the margins of society with a message of self-improvement and separation from whites, who he said were inherently evil because of their enslavement of blacks. The Nation of Islam, which promotes black empowerment and nationalism, was rebuilt by Farrakhan in the late 1970s after W.D. Mohammed, the son of longtime leader Elijah Mohammed, moved his followers toward mainstream Islam. Farrakhan, who embraced W.D. Mohammed on stage in 2000 after years of discord, has credited his steps toward reconciliation to what he called a "near death" experience related to prostate cancer, which he began battling in 1991. Wayne Bryant of Chicago has been attending Nation of Islam gatherings for the past 20 years. "I think the minister delivers a very powerful message about self-determination," he said before Farrakhan spoke. "I really wanted to enjoy the moment, the magnetism the minister brings to me personally and the crowd."

Sheriff Marlin N. Gusman

WANTS TO HELP YOU START A LAW ENFORCEMENT CAREER AS A CORRECTIONAL OFFICER.

Starting Salary $31,000 / YEAR

You Must Be...

- 21 YEARS OF AGE
- A HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATE OR HAVE EARNED A G.E.D.
- A PERSON WITH NO CRIMINAL RECORD
- ABLE TO COMPLETE 90 HOURS POST CORRECTIONAL COURSE
- ABLE TO COMPLETE POST CORRECTIONAL ACADEMY

Benefits Include...

- 12 YEAR RETIREMENT PLAN
- 457 LOUISIANA DEFERRED COMP.
- HEALTH INSURANCE
- FREE LIFE INSURANCE POLICY
- LONGEVITY PAY PLAN
- NO RESIDENCY REQUIREMENT

Become a proud member of the Orleans Parish Criminal Sheriff's Office

APPLY IN PERSON: MON - FRI 8:30 A.M. TO 5:00 P.M., 2614 TULANE AVENUE, (504)-827-6702

Call (504)-827-6702

OTHER OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE IN...

- MEDICAL DEPARTMENT QUALITY IMPROVEMENT OFFICER
- NURSES (RN/LPN), MEDICAL ASSISTANTS, AND MEDICAL CLERKS
- FOOD SERVICE
- MAINTENANCE
reinvest in your home with these Presidents’ Day values
5 days only 2/15/07 – 2/19/07

free INTEGRATED SINK PLUS FREE EDGE UPGRADE®
Up to a $650 value
When you purchase a minimum of 25 sq. ft. of Special Order Corian® countertops, color grouped 8 & 8. Offer valid through
February 19, 2007. *Applies to the following edges: top and bottom bevel, (depending on selection) onlays, lego edges, V/H tap and bottom
mullions.

free KITCHEN SINK BASE CABINET
Up to a $750 value
Depending on selection when you purchase 9 or more KraftMaid®, CrossCreek, Shenandoah, Schuler, or Diamond Reflections Special
Order kitchen cabinets. Offer valid now through 2/20/07. See a Kitchen Specialist for details.

20% off ALL IN-STOCK CABINET HARDWARE
Discount taken at register. Offer valid 2/15/07-2/19/07. See store for details.

10% off ALL IN-STOCK WHIRLPOOL WASHERS AND DRYERS ‘97 OR MORE
Discount taken at register. Offer valid 2/15/07-2/19/07. See store for details.

2007 Lowe’s Tax Refund Renovation Promotion
ON ALL PURCHASES OF $299 OR MORE
For the Lowe’s nearest you, call 1-800-993-4416 or visit us online at Lowes.com

On all purchases of $299 or more made on your Lowe’s Consumer Credit Card 2/15/07 through 2/19/07. See store, www.Lowes.com, or bottom of page for details.

it’s tax season
We make it easy to improve your home.
Here’s how:

FREE SHIPPING on ALL SPECIAL ORDER ITEMS
FREE INSTALLED SPECIAL ORDER WINDOW TREATMENTS
15% off LEVOLOR CUSTOM MADE SPECIAL ORDER WINDOW TREATMENTS
Discount taken at register. Offer valid now through 3/31/07. See store for details.

10% off ALL INSTALLED SPECIAL ORDER CARPET PLUS FREE PAD
Discount taken at register. Offer valid 2/15/07-2/19/07. Discount applies to carpet and installation charges. See store for details.

15% off ALL IN-STOCK K-19 FIBERGLASS INSULATION
Discount taken at register. Offer valid 2/15/07 - 2/19/07. See store for details.

Now $4.98
FABRIC BINS
• Assorted colors
• White quantity list
$1.75, 148830, 148731, 154859, 161107, 163370, 163394

Now $5.98
2-pack WAS 16
50-Watt Outdoor Flood Light

Now $24.96
shop-vac® 2 HP (Peak) 2.5-Gallon Wet/Dry Vac

SPECIALVALUES!

FOR THE LOWE’S NEAREST YOU, CALL 1-800-993-4416 OR VISIT US ONLINE AT LOWES.COM

Prices may vary after February 19, 2007, if there are market variations. "Was" prices in this advertisement were in effect on February 8, 2007, and may vary based on Lowe’s Every Day Low Price policy. See store for details regarding product warranties. We reserve the right to limit quantities. Prices are subject to change without notice. Items or services purchased at 50% (or more) of regular price (not as part of an additional 15% or 20% off sale) will not be subject to a promotional purchase and monthly payments and interest if paid in full within 12 months. Promotional purchase amount excludes taxes, shipping, delivery, and minimum charge of $1.00. Finance charge will be applied on promotional purchase if the required minimum monthly payments are not paid before the due date of the next monthly billing statement. The minimum monthly payment required for the purchase will be the interest charge plus 1/12 of the remaining balance. No minimum charge will be applied to the promotional purchase. The required minimum monthly payments may be calculated by applying the applicable minimum monthly payment rate to the remaining balance. All interest and fees will accrue during the promotional period. If the required minimum monthly payment is not paid in full within the promotional period, the interest rate applicable to the non-promotional purchase amounts will apply to the remaining balance. See the “Terms of Credit” section of the Credit Agreement for details. No interest will be charged on purchases if paid in full within the promotional period. Available only at participating Lowe’s stores in the US and Canada. Subject to credit approval. Excludes Business Credit Accounts and Lowe’s Project Card Accounts. The purchases described in the Advertisement qualify for the 0% APR offer. Offers are subject to change without notice. Void where prohibited. Void if reproduced or transferred. Ad expires 04/30/07. See store for other offers and details. © 2007 Lowe’s Home Improvement Worldwide, Inc. All rights reserved.
Words of Wisdom
live in all of us.
How will you share yours?

In support of Black History Month, Alltel Wireless is inviting HBCU students to enter our Words of Wisdom: Lessons in Courage essay contest.

Fifty years ago, the Little Rock Nine personified courage and spirit. Write an essay showing how you will personify courage and spirit today. Winners will receive a scholarship to the HBCU of their choice and will be presented awards personally by Dr. Maya Angelou.

Visit www.alltel.com/wordsofwisdom to find out more.

Dr. Maya Angelou

Hot New Jazz Number
528 Fulton Street • 504-533-6117
No cover charge • No drink minimum • Serving an Italian menu

Monday, January 29
5:30 – Thaddeus Richard
8:00 – Anais St. John

Tuesday, January 30
5:30 – Thaddeus Richard
8:00 – Cindy Scott

Wednesday, January 31
5:30 – Richard Knox
8:00 – John Boutte

Thursday, February 1
5:30 – Richard Knox
8:00 – George French

Friday, February 2
7:00 – Fred Sanders
9:30 – Leah Chase

Saturday, February 3
7:00 – Richard Knox
9:30 – Ingrid Lucia

Sunday, February 4
5:30 – Steve Burtonelli
8:00 – Philip Manuel

Entertainment subject to change.